Scarecrow
Wind powered constantly revolving visual deterrent

● Constantly moving visual deterrent based on
the fear of man.
● Keeps birds moving over large acreages
when they get used to your gas-gun.
● Revolves in just a breath of wind.
● Silent.
● No running costs.
● Excellent deterrent against predators protecting free range poultry and pheasant
poults from buzzards, and protecting fish
from cormorants

Now you see it

● Ideal for arable crops, horticulture, soft fruits,
vineyards.
● Perfect complement to all audible and
ultrasonic bird deterrents by providing
the additional variety of a moving visual
deterrence.
● Optional mirror crown which flashes with
every movement.

Now you don’t

● Easily assembled and removed.
● Constructed of high grade materials with
years of life.
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Queries and helpful hints
The principal reason for the effectiveness
of the Wind Powered Constantly Revolving
Scarecrow is the “now you see it.... now
you don’t” effect with each 90 degree turn
within the 360 degree rotation and the
predominately white surface which can be
seen at a great distance.

Each of the two scarecrows comprises a human
profile made out of tough reinforced long life PVC
which is stretched over an easily assembled steel
and aluminium frame to create an S shaped aerofoil
which has a screen printed human figure on one
side and is predominantly white on the reverse
side. This revolves on good quality bearings in the
slightest breath of wind, with the whole body being
held securely upright, even in the strongest winds,
on a metal fencing spike.

Why is the scarecrow predominantly white?
Ancient country lore and experience suggest
that this is the most effective colour. However,
special vinylcoat paint is available in spraycans for those who prefer the reverse side
to be brightly coloured, thus creating extra
contrast.
How do I install the spike vertically? Hang
a plumbline over the horizontal top edge of
the spike and line up with the vertical groove
in the spike. Then do likewise on the next
adjacent side to ensure vertical entry into the
ground.
Will it stay upright in strong winds? Yes.
Extra fins on the spike below ground level
add to stability.
How can I move the spike? Simply lever
under the box shoulder of the spike using a
long metal bar or post, making sure that the
leverage is firm by putting a brick or stone in
between the ground and the bar/post. Extra
spikes are also available on their own for
those who may wish to move the scarecrow
around to different locations whilst leaving the
spikes in the ground.

Optional mirror crown which flashes with every
movement.

Is there any maintenance? Just grease the
bearings periodically.

Technical Specification
Construction

Frame: Powder-coated steel spine,
aluminium stretchers.

Size

Height above ground: 191cm (6’ 3”)
Width: 82cm (2’ 8”)

Figure: Reinforced PVC.

Length of spike: 61cm (24”)

Spike: Heavy gauge steel.
Weight

Scarecrow: 6kg
Spike: 2.8kg
Bearing block: 3kg
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